CHAPTER-11
LIMITATIONS OF POLITICAL BEHAVIORS
In all of the countries any of the political party channels the work culture in a planned
manner. The political parties are required to act according to the structure of the constitution. The
political parties are required to advocate those principles which lead to widely acceptable behaviors
amidst the public. The political parties are required to act as servants of the public. The political
parties follow those principles which lead to satisfaction to all manners of people. The values of the
political system should lead to a just and fair society which can guide the forefronts of the public to
destined ventures.
The political parties should act in to real life hence should inculcate a value culture on basics
of truth and welfare. The nature of the political system should be to inculcate values amidst people
which lead to total accountability and responsibility on the public front. The political party should
advocate principles of justice amidst the public. It is often seen that on account of giving impetus to
the business domain the political party channels money to the personal folds of the public on irrational
basis. With no grounds of accountability as engrossed in business development lead to wrong recourse
to reality. The business in itself is an epitome of truth and justice as extended in to the public domain.
The irrationality of money distribution comes to the forefronts as seeking money to the personal fold
by the politicians on grounds that they have rendered the problems of the public totally dormant. The
attributes of such genres in political system is a clause of theft which associates with the public as
well as politicians. The purpose of political system is to generate vigor of existing tools of governance
but this act leads to undermining of existing structure of governance. The clause of development
underlay in just and right aptitudes in the society but the act of theft demoralizes the potential of the
communities. The two ways process of theft has to account for national loss in terms of money and
dignified perspectives it supports. By teaching the public lesson of truthful culture we can lead the
society to varying dimensions which in case of theft leads to remorseful behaviors.
The policies of the government are justifiable is required to be ensured by the participation of
the leading persons of the society. The policies of the government are in clause with reality and are
true solutions to the problems is required to be ensured by the participation of leading dignitaries. The
government acts are justified should be ensured by putting all laws on the threshold of public
certification. The public will have to fight its cause to get its problems solved. The propelling culture
should lead the nation to progress and growth. The public should reap fruits of enthusiastic postures
and not of degenerated values. The public will have to be vigilant in locating the values of the
government. Only these grounds will lead to idealism in society.

A duly elected government cannot give thrust to terrorist activities. The money accredited to
the personal folds on grounds of developing business can next channel its course by way of terrorist
acts. To ensure complete safety to public works the political party should not consider on distribution
of money to the personal folds of the public. The political party should ensure equality of status and
opportunity to all. The policies of prejudice will never bring out true self of the public and will never
bring about awareness in public. The policies of prejudice lead to tyrants ruling the state which
demoralizes the working aptitude of the public. The policy of prejudice manifests in human rights
violations and failures of set goals of governance. By prejudice the person can build a mansion but the
real dwelling would be like a prisoner.
The prospective technologies of governance can take its course only when the entire system
of governance is geared in real domain from beginning till the end of different governments. To
ensure continuity to developmental prospects the real domain culture should be manifested by
following on set guidelines to the constitution of the country. Thus government coming in and going
out of power should ensure the working culture on set lines of governance engrossed in the
philosophy of the constitution. The limitations of the political system should be up to the eradication
of the problems of the people and basing work culture which manifests as true salvation ground for all
range of people.

